
Biology—Bioenergetics—Summer Term 
Section A: Key vocabulary  Section B: Processes  Section C: Reactions 

Tier 3 Vocabulary Definition  Limiting factors     

Photosynthesis (n) Endothermic reaction which takes 

place in plants and algae and          

produces a source of food. 
      

Aerobic respiration (n) Exothermic reaction in which glucose 

is broken down to produce carbon 

dioxide, water and release energy for 

cells. 

      

Anaerobic respiration (n) Exothermic reaction in which glucose 

is broken down without oxygen to 

produce lactic acid and release a small 

amount of energy for cells. 

      

Endothermic reaction (n) Reaction which requires an input of 

energy from the environment.       

Exothermic reaction (n) Reaction that releases energy to the 

environment.       

Metabolism (n) The sum  of all the reactions taking 

place in a cell or body of an organism.       

Oxygen debt (n) Extra oxygen that must be taken in to 

remove lactic acid after  anaerobic 

respiration. 
      

Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition       

Transfer (v) Move from one place to another.       

Insufficient (adj) Not enough.       

Reaction (n) When substances are changed into 

something new.       

Synthesise (v) Make something.       

Rate (n) Measure of how quickly something 

happens.       

Word and symbol equations 

Photosynthesis: 

Aerobic respiration 

Anaerobic 

respiration 

Photosynthesis can increase 
when there is plenty of light, 
CO2 and warmth.  Soon, the 
light will no longer have an 
effect and one of the other 
factors will need to be  
increased.  

Photosynthesis can  
increase when there is 
plenty of  CO2,  light and 
warmth.  Soon, the CO2 will 
no longer have an effect 
and one of the other  
factors will need to be  
increased.  

Photosynthesis can  
increase there are warmer 
temperatures. If the       
temperature gets too hot, 
the enzymes will be       
denatured and                 
photosynthesis will no   
longer happen. 

Comparison of respiration in humans 

Aerobic Anaerobic 

Requires oxygen Doesn’t require oxygen 

Occurs in mitochondria Occurs in cytoplasm 

Releases a lot of ATP (energy) 
per glucose molecule (38 ATP) 

Releases less ATP (energy) 
per glucose molecule             

(2 ATP) 

Used in during periods of  
normal activity 

Used during hard exercise  

Light intensity affects photosynthesis rate 

Vary the distance of the light from the plant to 
see the effect light intensity has on the volume 
of oxygen produced by the plant. 


